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Abstract 
We study the structure of analytic ideals of subsets of the natural numbers. For example. we 
prove that for an analytic ideal I, either the ideal {X c w x CO: 3n X ~(0, 1.. ,n} x o} is 
Rudin-Keisler below I, or Z is very simply induced by a lower semicontinuous submeasure. 
Also, we show that the class of ideals induced in this manner by lsc submeasures coincides with 
Polishable ideals as well as analytic P-ideals. We study this class of ideals and characterize, for 
example, when the ideals in it are F, or when they carry a locally compact group topology. 
We apply these results to Bore1 partial orders to rederive a theorem of Todorcevic and to Bore1 
equivalence relations to answer a question of Kechris and Louveau. As another application we 
give a characterization of o-ideals of p-zero sets for Maharam submeasures ~1 on the Cantor set 
which is to a large extent analogous to a characterization of the meager ideal due to Kechris 
and the author. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.. 
AMS classification: 03E15; 22A05; 28Al2 
Keywords: Ideal of subsets of natural numbers; Polish group; Rudin-Keisler order; 
Bore1 equivalence relation; Maharam submeasure 
1. Introduction 
We study analytic ideals on the set of all natural numbers w. An ideal is a family 
of subsets of o closed under taking finite unions and subsets of its members. We 
assume throughout the paper that all ideals contain singletons {H} for n E w. Three 
natural classes of ideals play particularly important role: ideals induced, in the man- 
ner explained below, by lower semicontinuous submeasures, Polishable ideals, and 
P-ideals. Actually, it turns out that these three classes coincide in the realm of analytic 
ideals. 
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We explain first the relation between submeasures and ideals on co. We call 4 : 2’” --+ 
[O,co] a s&measure on 10 if @(8) = 0 and 4(X) < #( Y) whenever Xc Y and 4(X U 
Y) < 4(X) + @( Y) for any X, Y E 2’“, and 4({n}) < zc for any n E co. A submeasure on 
o is called lower semicontinuous if it is lower semicontinuous as a lknction from 2”’ 
regarded with the product topology, i.e., if X, --f X then lim inf,, &XIz) 3 4(X). This 
condition is equivalent, for submeasures, to 4(X,,) + 4(X) for any non-decreasing 
sequence (X,) whose union is X E 2’!) and also to the condition 4(X) = lim, 4(X n n) 
for every X E 2”‘. (We sometimes write lsc for lower semicontinuous.) We associate 
with a lsc submeasure 4 two ideals on CL). First one caIled the exhaust& ideal of 4 
and the second one the finite ideal of 4. 
Exh(4) = {X E 2”: 4(X \ m) -+ 0 as m + loo}, 
Fin(4) = {X E 2”‘: 4(X) -=c 00). 
It is obvious that Exh(4) c Fin(4). A lsc submeasure is called jnite if 4(w) < 00, 
i.e., Fin($) = 2’“. A lsc submeasure on w is called exhaustive if +(X) < cx) implies 
4(X \m) --f 0, i.e., Exh($) = Fin($). It is easy to see that a lsc submeasure # 
is exhaustive iff for any family X,,, n E w, of pairwise disjoint subsets of o with 
@(L&K,,) (00 we have +(X,,) + 0. This shows that our definition agrees with what is 
usually called an exhaustive submeasure. 
An ideal on w will be sometimes regarded as group with symmetric difference as 
the group operation; that is, (X, Y) -+ XAY = (X \ Y) U (Y \X). An ideal I on o is 
called Polishable if there exists a Polish group topology z on I such that the family of 
Bore1 sets with respect to z is equal to the family of Bore1 subsets of I with respect to 
the topology inherited from 2”‘. Such a topology is unique if it exists (see [4, Theorem 
9.101). This class of ideals was first studied by Kechris and Nouveau in [5]. 
An ideal I on co is called a P-ideal if for any sequence X,, ~1, n E co, there exists 
X E I such that X, \X is finite for all IZ. Analytic P-ideals were studied by Todorcevic 
[151- 
If I and J are two ideals on w, we write J < i.1 if there exists a finite-to-one function 
h : o -+ w such that X EJ iff h-‘(X) E 1. So, J < ,,I means that J is below I with 
respect to the Rudin-Keisler order and the function witnessing it is finite-to-one. Recall 
a basic result about < f, due to Mathias [lo], Jalali-Naini, and Talagrand [ 151, which 
will be used in the sequel. If I is an ideal on u which has the Baire property, which 
is true when, for example, I is analytic, then [w] <=(’ < f’1 where [o]<“” is the ideal of 
finite subsets of w. ([w] <(‘I is sometimes denoted by Fin.) 
Even though all the definitions in this paper are formulated for ideals of subsets of 
CD, some ideals we will consider do not live on co but rather are ideals of subsets of 
another infinite countable set (for example, w x cu, 2 <“, etc). Since any such countable 
set can be identified with co, this will cause no confusion. 
The results in the present paper were announced in [14] which also contains more 
background information. 
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2. A dichotomy for analytic ideals 
Let ZI be the ideal on (II x w consisting of sets included in a finite union of sets of 
the form {n} x CO, n E co. 
Theorem 2.1. Let I be an analytic ideal on (9. Then either I, < ,I or there esists 
a jnite. lower semicontinuous submeasure 4 on (10 such that I = Exh(@). The tlcw 
possibilities e.uclude each other. 
Let I be an ideal on w. A set A c 2”’ is called small if there exists X E I such that 
{ Y n X: Y E A} is meager in 2.‘. Recall that a subset A of 2.’ is hereditary if subsets 
of elements of A are themselves in A. Define 
C(Z) = {K c 2”‘: K hereditary, compact, and 
such that VX E I3n E Q X \ n E K}. 
The following lemma relates these two notions to each other. 
Lemma 2.2. Let K c 2”’ be hereditaqx and compact, Then K E C(I) [fi and onl?, if; 
K is not small. 
Proof. + is clear. To see +, let K be a compact hereditary set which is not small. 
Let X E I. Then {X n Y: Y E K} is not meager in 2’. Since this set is compact, its 
interior in 2\’ is non-empty. Since it is also hereditary, it is not difficult to see that 
there is m such that 2,” \” is contained in it. Thus X \ m t K. C 
The proof of the theorem is based on the key Lemma 2.6. First, however, we will 
have to prove some auxiliary results. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume that I is an analytic ideal and J is an ideal such that ,for .some 
infinite X C o. J n 2y = [X] <“‘. Then J < , I $f there is Y E 2”’ and h : Y - CO finitr- 
to-l and such that J = {X: hh’ (X) E I}, 
Proof. The non-obvious direction is t. Let X,, E 2”’ be infinite and such that J n2-\11 = 
[&]<“‘. Let Yo = (o\ Y) U hh’(X,) and let Yt = Y \ hh’(Xo). Thus, Y,,. Yl partition 
tr). The ideal I n 2rt1 is analytic, thus by Mathias-Jalali-Naini-Talagrand’s theorem 
[uI]<(‘JG ,I n 2 , iii hence it follows that there is a finite-to-l function ,f : Y, + XC, such 
that j-‘(X) E I iff X E [X0]<“‘. But [X0]<” = J n 2.‘;1. Thus h, : (r) - OI defined by 
IzllY,, = ,f‘ and h,]Y, = h witnesses J<,/. C 
The following lemma contains the crucial technical dichotomy. It will be used several 
times in the process of establishing Lemma 2.6. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let I be an analytic ideal. Then precisely one of the following two 
possibilities holds: 
(i) Ii <fZ, OY 
(ii) countable unions of small sets are small. 
Proof. -(ii)+(i). For X E 2’“, let 71~ : 2’” + 2x be given by zx(Y) = Y n X. Let 
A, c 2’O, n E o, be small and such that lJ,l A, is not small. Let X, E I be such that 
xx,,(&) is meager in 2x1. Then there is a partition {Ft : k E 0) of X, into finite sets 
and sets B; c Fi such that for any X cX, if Fk X fl F: = Bi, then X @KX~(A,). 
Using finiteness of the Fi’s, we can recursively throw away some of them so that, 
after a re-enumeration, we get 
(i) Fl n F; = 0 if (n, k) # (m, I); 
(ii) uk Fi E I for any n; 
(iii) V’n VX cX, if 3”kX n Ft = B;, then X q’rc,&t,). 
Let ( , ) : w x w + co be a bijection. Define 
ZP4 = u FYp,y) 
n<p 
It follows from (i) that 
(iv) Zp+ n Z,5/ = 0 if (p, 4) # (P’, 4’). 
Let X = lJ{Z,,,: (p, q) E S}, for some S c o x w, be given. Assume there is p. 
such that p d po for any (p, q) E S. Then by (ii) 
~Cu{z,,,: p<po}c u UF;EZ. 
n<po k 
Now, assume that no such po exists, i.e., that there are (~1, qr) E S, 1 E w, with 
pi < p/+1. Suppose towards contradiction that X ~1. Put Z = U, Zp,,4,. Then 2 cX, 
so Z E I. Since U,, A,, is not small, rtz(lJ, A,,) is not meager in 2’. On the other hand, 
since Z = U, UnGp, FTP,,Y,j, the set 
{X E 2’: 3”Rfn < PI X n FiP,,Y,j = Bip,.y,j) 
is comeager in 2’. It follows that some X0 from this set is also in nz(lJ,z A,). Thus, 
to get a contradiction, it is enough to show that X0 q’xz(A,,) for all rz E o. Fix n. 
From some 1 on n < pl, so, ?I X0 n F” 
(P/,4/) = B::Pi,qiY 
Let X’ EA, be such that 
x=(X’ ) = X0. Then, since Fip,.q,j c Z, we have 3” I X’ n FTp,,4,j = B’&,,,q,j. But also 
FfP,,4,) CX,, whence 3”l 71x,(X1 )nFip,,q,) = BiP,,q,) which contradicts (iii). It follows 
that 
(v) XE1 iff 3~0 SC{(p,q): pdp0). 
Now, (iv) guarantees that h : UCp,qJtCNx,o Z,,, -+ cc) x w given by h(n) = (p,q) 
iff n EZ,,, is well-defined and (v) along with Lemma 2.3 shows that h witnesses 
II d fl. 
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(i) =+ -(ii). Let h: co ---f o x to witness II d 11. Define A,, = {X E I: tik3 
ddm h-‘((k,m)) q‘X>. Then U,,A,, = I, so U,,A,, is not small. But each A,, is small 
since {Xn~?‘({n} x w): XEA,,} is meager in 2” “{‘i}x”‘t. (Simply note that for any 
Y in this set, we have k-‘((n,m)) @Y for all m and each hP’((n,m)) is finite.) 
Lemma 2.5. Let I he an analytic ideal. If I, fi fl, then there are K,, E C(I). II E to. 
such that .for an?’ K E C(Z) there is n E co Mith K,, c K. 
Proof. First, we show that C(I) is F, in the space of all compact subsets of 2”’ with 
the Vietoris topology. Let J = {K c 2”‘: K compact and small}. Since I, $ , I, by 
Lemma 2.4, J is a o-ideal of compact subsets of 2”‘. Note that 
K E J iff 3%’ E 2”‘(X E I and {Y n X: Y E K} is meager in 2.’ ) 
gives an analytic definition of J. By Kechris-Louveau-Woodin’s theorem [6], J is G,,. 
By Lemma 2.2, C(Z) = {Kc 2”‘: K compact, hereditary} \J. Thus, C(Z) is F,. 
Now, to get the conclusion of the lemma, it is enough to prove that if F c C(I) is 
compact, then there is a countable family % c C(Z) such that for any K E F, K’ c K 
for some K’ t %. For M E 01, define F’, closed subsets of C(I), and U” c F’ relatively 
open in F” by letting 
(i) F” = F. 
(ii) F” = nl_,,.F’ if A is limit; 
(iii) U’ be a relatively open, nonempty subset of F’ with n U” E C(Z) if such a 
subset exists and U” = 0 otherwise: 
(iv) F”: ’ = F’\ U”. 
There is 30 <WI such that P = P+‘. Assume ~((1 is the smallest such ordinal. 
and let F”” = F’. If F’ = 0, the countable family % = {n U”: c( <cto} is as required. 
Assume towards contradiction that F’ # 8. Clearly, for any U c F’ nonempty, relatively 
open in F’, n U $2 C(I); so, since n U is also compact and hereditary, by Lemma 
2.2, n U is small. Let us fix a countable topological basis U,, c F’, n E 01. for F’. 
We claim that U,, n U,, is not small. This will give a contradiction since then by 
Lemma 2.4, II d ,Z. So, suppose, if we can, that U,, n U,) is small. Since U,, n U,, is 
hereditary, this means that we can find X E I such that for all m, n E (0, X \ m $ n U!,. 
Let F,{, = {K E F’: X \m E K}. Then each FL, is closed and IJ,,, Fi, = F’. Thus, by 
the Baire Category Theorem, there are n, m E o with U,, c FL,, i.e., X \ m E n U,,, 
a contradiction. C 
Remark. Lemma 2.5 can also be proved without resorting to the Kechris-Louveau- 
Woodin theorem. Here is an outline of this argument. Fix ,f : 0”’ + I a continuous 
surjection. Using an exhaustion argument and Lemma 2.4, we produce a nonempty tree 
T 2 co<“’ such that f[Pa] is not small for any g E T where P, = {x E Q”‘: CT C I and 
yin xln E T}. Now one can check that for {K,?: n E co} we can take an enumeration of 
the family of sets of the form {snX: X E ,f[Po]} with s t [(c)l<“’ and o E T. 
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Lemma 2.6. Let I be an analytic ideal. If Ii g ,.I, then there exist K,, f C(I), n f w, 
with the following properties: 
(i) VK E C(I)& K,, c K; 
(ii) WZ{XUY:X,YEK,~+~}CK,. 
Proof. For K E C(I), put K + K = {X U Y: X, Y E K}. Let K,,, n E w, be as in Lemma 
2.5. Since C(Z) is closed under finite intersections, we can assume that K,,+i c K,?, or 
else we let the nth element of the sequence be equal to nlGn Kl. 
Now, the lemma will be proved if we find a sequence nk E w, k E w, such that 
nk <nk+l and &+, +K,_, c K,,k. To this end, it is enough to show that for any K E C(Z) 
there is K’ E C(Z) such that K’ + K’ c K. Let 
A,, = {(X,Y): (Xuy)\n~K}. 
Denote by (A,)x the vertical section of A, at X, that is, (,4,)x = {Y: (X, Y) E&}. It 
is easy to check that 
(i) A, is compact; 
(ii) A, c &+I ; 
(iii) (A,)x is hereditary for any X E 2”; 
(iv) if X c YE 2”‘, then (A,)v c(A,)x. 
Let 
B ,,.m = {X E 2”: K, c(A,)~}. 
Note, that if X E I, then lJ,(A,,)x > I. Since II 6 fZ, it follows, by Lemma 2.4, that 
for some n, (A,?)x is big. Thus, by (i), (iii), and Lemma 2.2, (A,)x E C(I), so, for 
some m, K, C(A,,)x. This means that X E B,.,. It follows that U,, MB,,,, >I. Since 
ZI 6 (Z> B,,.,, is big for some no,ma E a. Because of (iv), B,,,>,, is hereditary and by 
(i) it is compact, so BllO.nlo E C(Z). Thus, if we let L = B ,,“, n20 nK,,, then L E C(Z) and, 
moreover, since B ,,“, lllo x K,,,, c A,,,, L x L c A,,. Put 
K’ = {X\no: XEL} 
Then K’ E C(Z), and by the definition of A,,,, K’ + K’ c K. 0 
The next lemma says that if I is reasonable, we can recover Z from C(Z). It is based 
on Mathias-Jalali-Naini-Talagrand’s theorem. 
Lemma 2.7. Let Z be an analytic ideal. Then X E I $ and only if, for any K E C(I) 
there is n E w with X \ II E K. 
Proof. The implication + is obvious. To get the other one, let X E 2’” \Z. We have to 
show that there exists K E C(Z) such that for no m, X \ m E K. Consider I n2X. It is an 
analytic ideal on X containing all singletons and not containing X. Thus by Mathias- 
Jalali-Naini-Talagrand’s theorem there exists a partition of X into finite sets {F,,: n E 
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tr)} such that for any Y E 2”’ if 3”n F,, c Y then Y @I. Let K = { Y E 2”‘: Vn F,, g‘ Y ). 
This K works. Ci 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First we show that I = Exh($) for a lsc submeasure 4 implies 
that I, fi /I. If we had I, < ,I, where I = Exh($) for a lsc submeasure 4, with a 
finite-to-l h : co - OI x OI witnessing it, then A-‘( { } n x co) E I. Thus, for each n there 
would exist k,, t w with &Y,,)<2-” where Y,, = h-‘({n} x w\{H} x k,,). Using 
this and the fact that Y,, E I, we would get U,, Y,, E I from which it would follow that 
U,,({PI} x o\ {n} x k,,) ~11, contradiction. 
Now assume I is analytic and I, $ ,I. We will produce a lsc finite submeasure 4 with 
I = Exh(4). Let (K,)) be as in Lemma 2.6. We can assume that KO = 2”’ and (by taking 
every other element of the original sequence (K,? )) that {XU Y UZ: X. Y, Z E K,, + 1) c ti,, 
For X E [e)] <““, put 
$1(X) = inf(22”: X E K,,} and 
These definitions and the proof of the following claim are motivated by the standard 
proof of the Birkhoff-Kakutani metrization theorem for groups with a countable basis 
at identity. 
Proof of the claim. Checking (i) and $2 < $1 < 1 in (ii) is straightforward. So it rc- 
mains to see that $1 (X) <2$2(X) for any X E [o] <“‘. Since each K,, is hereditary. 
we have that $1(X) <@l(Y) whenever X c Y E [(II]<“‘. Thus, it is enough to prove 
that MJ,<,J)~2C,<., I/I,@,) for X, E [o]““. We proceed by induction on m. For 
m = 1 it is obvious. So suppose m >2. We can assume that $I(&) is smallest among 
$1 (X, ), 0 <i <tn. Let Y E Q be largest such that 2 C, <, $1(X; ) d C, <,li $1 (X, ). Clearly 
0 < I’ < nz. By our inductive assumption 
<2C$I(x,)< ~$\(X). 
i <,’ / < 17, 
and, obviously, $1 (X,.) d C, <n, I/I,(&). From our choice of the K,,‘s and the definition 
of $1, it follows that if $1(X), $1(Y). $i(Z) <s, then $1(X U Y U Z) 62~. Thus, we 
obtain \C/I(U~,,,X,)G~C,,,~~ $q(Xf). This completes the proof of the claim. 
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Define for X E 2”’ 
From Claim (i), it follows easily that 4 is a submeasure on U. Since for all 1 the 
function X + 42(X n I) is continuous, 4 is lower semicontinuous. By Claim (ii), 
$J < 1, so 4 is finite. Thus, it is enough to see that I = Exh(4). Let X E I and let 
.s >O. Find n such that 2-l’ <E. For m large enough X \ m E K,,. Thus, since K,, is 
hereditary, $I( Y) 62-” for any finite Y CX \ m. So, by Claim (ii), 1c/7( Y) <2-” for 
any such Y. Thus, by the very definition of 4, 4(X \ m) <2?’ <E. This proves that 
X E Exh(4). Now, let X E Exh(4). To show that X ~1, it is enough, by Lemma 2.6(i) 
and Lemma 2.7, to see that for any n there is an m with X \ m E K,,. Fix n. Let m be 
such that &X\m)62-“-I. Then for all 1, $~((X\m)n 1)62-“-I, whence by Claim 
(ii), $1 ((X \ m) n 1) <2-“. It follows that for all 1, (X \ m) n I E K,. But K, is compact 
and(X\m)nl--tX\mas I-too. SoX\mEK,,. 0 
3. Polishable ideals 
We prove a theorem which characterizes Polishable ideals and analytic P-ideals as 
those of the form Exh(4) for a lower semicontinuous submeasure $J on m. Note that, 
by Theorem 2.1, condition (iii) in the theorem below, and so (i) and (ii) as well, is 
equivalent to II 6 fI. 
Theorem 3.1. Let I be an ideal on co. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) I is Polishable. 
(ii) I is an analytic P-ideal. 
(iii) There is a jinite, lower semicontinuous submeasure 4 on w with I = Exh(4). 
Proof. We show that (iii) implies both (i) and (ii) and that (i) and (ii) imply that 
II $ fl which will complete the proof by Theorem 2.1. 
(iii)+(i) Let 4 be a lsc submeasure with I = Exh(4). We can assume that 4({n})>O 
since if this is not the case, we replace $J by d’(X) = $(X)+x,,, 2~” which satisfies 
the above condition and fulfills Z = Exh(#) as well. 
Define 
d(X, Y) = 4(XAY) for X, YE 2’“. 
It is easy to check that d is an invariant metric on 2’“. (E.g., d(X, Y) = &XAY) = 
4((XAZ>A(ZAY>) <4((XAZ)U(ZAY)) <g5(XAZ>+q5(ZAY) = d(X,Z)+d(Z, Y).) 
To check that d is complete, let (X,) be d-Cauchy. By taking subsequences, we can 
assume that d(X,z,X,+I ) -C l/2” and X,, + X for some X E 2’“. We have to show that 
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dGG,X) i 0. But by lower semicontinuity of 4, we get 
d(XJ)=~(X,&U~~ @X&J%,) <g$(&L\;+,) 
We now show that the restriction of d to Exh($) is Polish. To see that d is separable 
on Exh($), note that [w] <“) is included in Exh(@) and is d-dense in it. Indeed, if 
X E Exh(q5), then d(X n m,X) = +((X n m&Y) = c&X \ m) + 0. We will be done if 
we show that Exh(4) is d-closed in 2”‘. Let X,, E Exh(4), n E (II, and d(X,,,X) + 0, 
i.e., &X&Y) + 0. Now, 
So, lim sup,,, q5(X \ m) 6 &X,,nX) for all n whence 4(X \ m) + 0. 
(iii)=+(ii) Assume I = Exh(4) for a finite, lower semicontinuous submeasure. First 
note that Exh(d) is Ffld so analytic. Indeed, 
X~Exh(q5) iff bdm &X\m)<l,‘(n+ l), 
and since 4 is lsc, {X: 4(X \m) < l/(n + 1)) is closed for any fixed n and m. Now, 
let X,, E I, n E Q. Define recursively k,, E co so that C, ~,, 4(X, \ k,,) < 2-‘I. Let X = 
U,,(X,! \ k,,). Clearly X,, \X is finite for all n. If m >k,,,, then by lower semicontinuity 
of q!~ we get 
4(X\m) d 4 U(X\k,,)u U(.%\k;) 
( I <iI , >,I ) 
~C4”(X:\k,,)+C~(~\k,)~2~‘;~C2~‘=2-”~’. 
/<II I >,i / ,il 
So, c&Y \ m) - 0, i.e., X E Exh($) = I. This shows that I is a P-ideal. 
(i)+ II 6 ,I. Let Z b e a Polishable ideal. Assume towards a contradiction that II d , I. 
Let h : co 4 (1) x w witness it. Note that {h-‘(X): X c Q x CO} is closed in 2”‘. Since, 
by [4, Theorem 9.101, the Polish group topology r on Z is stronger than the topology 
inherited from 2”i, it follows that Z n {h- ’ (X): X c o x w} is r-closed in I. But 
Z n {h-'(X): Xcw x w} = {h-‘(X): XEZ,}. Since ((0 x c~\h[o])tZ,, we can, 
and we do, modify h to make it onto. Now, the function H : II d (I, T) defined by 
N(X) = hp ’ (X) is l-to-l. Note that H is a group homeomorphism and it is also Bore1 
since the Bore1 sets generated by T are the same as the Bore1 sets in I inherited from 
2”‘. Thus, II Bore1 embeds as a closed subgroup of a Polish group. It follows that 11 
is Polishable. Let TI be a Polish group topology on I, witnessing it. Note that for each 
n E oj, IZ x (U is a Bore1 with respect to rl subgroup of I,. (Actually it is closed.) 
But U,, n x L?) = II. So, by the Baire Category Theorem, for some no E o, no x (11 
is non-meager with respect to TI and therefore it is TV-open. Since rl is separable, it 
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follows that Il/(no x w) is countable which gives a contradiction since as is easy to 
see Il,/(na x o)l = 2N”. 
(ii)+ 11 fi,{Z. Let I b e a P-ideal, and assume towards a contradiction that 11 < /1. 
Let h : w + w x w witness it. Then h- ’ ({ } n x o) E I for any n. Let X E I be such that 
h-‘({n} x w) \X is finite for each n. Since h-‘((n,m)) is finite for all (n,m) E ox o, 
for each n we can find m,, such that h-‘((n,m,,)) cX. It follows that h-‘({(qm,,): n E 
co}) E I, so {(n, m,): II E u} ~11, a contradiction. 0 
Remark. We would like to present here a direct argument, i.e., not using Theorem 
2.1, that if I is Polishable, then it is of the form Z = Exh($) for a finite, lower 
semicontinuous submeasure on o. Before starting the proof, we state the following 
known fact which will be used twice later on. Let G be a group with a Polish group 
topology on it, and let H be a subgroup of G such that the topology on it inherited 
from G is Polish. Then H is a closed subgroup of G. (Verification: Note first that the 
closure of H, f?, is a subgroup of G. Since H is Polish with the inherited topology, it 
is a G;i subset of G, so it is a dense Gs subgroup of p. Thus each coset of H which 
lies inside p is a dense Gg subset of H, so it must intersect H and therefore is equal 
to H. It follows that H = H.) 
Now assume I is Polishable, and so it carries a Polish group topology which gen- 
erates the Bore1 structure on I. This topology is induced by a metric d which is 
left-invariant (see [2, Theorem 8.31). Since I is abelian, d is also right-invariant. It is 
a known fact, discovered by Christensen, that such a d is complete. (Just consider the 
completion G of I with respect to d. It is easy to check, using the invariance of d, that 
G is a group with a Polish group topology. By the fact stated at the beginning of this 
remark, I is closed in G, but since it is dense as well, we have G = 1.) Since, by [4, 
Theorem 9. lo], the topology induced by d is stronger than the topology inherited by 
1 from the inclusion I c 2”‘, we additionally have that d(X,,,X) 4 0 implies X,, + X 
for X,,,X E I. Let 4 be defined as follows: 
4(X) = sup{d(Y,B): Y 61, Y cX}. 
First, we check that 4 is a submeasure. The only property that needs justification is 
c$(XUY)<C#I(X)+&Y). Let a>0 be given and let ZcXUY be such that qb(XUY) 
<d(Z, 0) + a. Then using the invariance of d, we get 
d(Z,GI)=d((Zn(X\ Y)>A(Zn Y>,0) <d(Zn (X\ Y),0) 
+d(Z n Y,a,)<&X) + 4(Y). 
Thus 4(X U Y)<+(X) + 4(Y) + E for any F>O. 
Claim. Let Y E I, X, c Y, and .& + X. Then d(X,,X) + 0. 
Proof of the claim. 2’ is a compact group with the topology inherited from 2”. It 
is also a d-closed subgroup of I. Thus, by [4, Theorem 9.101, id: (2’,d) + 2’ is a 
homomorphism. 
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Now, we show that 4 is lower semicontinuous. Given X, let E > 0 and let Y c X be 
such that Y E I and d( Y, 0) > 4(X) - E. By Claim, d( Y n m. 0) - d( Y, 0). Thus, 
SO 4(x n fit> - f#+Y). 
We will be done if we show that I = Exh($). To see I c Exh($), let X E 1. Choose 
X,,,cX\m sothatX,,~Zandd(X,,,0)>~(X\m)/2ord(X,,.0)>1 if&X\m)=x. 
(This second possibility cannot really occur.) Then X,, + 0, so by Claim d(X,),, 0) - 0, 
whence 4(X \ m) + 0, i.e., X E Exh(4). To show that actually I = Exh($), define a 
metric d 1 from 4 as in the proof of +, i.e., d 1 (X, Y) = $(XaY). The restriction of 
d 1 to I, dl II, is an invariant metric on Z which generates the standard Bore1 structure 
on Z inherited from 2”‘. It follows that id : (Z, d) + (I, d t \Z) is a Bore1 homomorphism. 
Since d is Polish, this homomorphism must be continuous by [4, Theorem 9.101. Note, 
however, that if dl (X,,, 0) + 0 for X,, E I, then 4(X,,) + 0. But d(X,, 0) <$(X,,) 
whence d(X,,. 8) + 0. Thus, since both d and d 1 lZ are invariant, id : (Z, d i II) 4 (1. d) 
is also continuous. It follows that d and dl \I induce the same topology on I. Since 
d is Polish, so is dl II. Therefore Z is a Polish subgroup of Exh(q5) with the topology 
induced by d 1. Thus, Z is d1 -closed in Exh(d) by the fact stated at the beginning of 
this remark. But [o] <“’ c Z, and [Q] <I” is d 1 -dense in Exh( 4). Therefore Z is cr’, -dense 
in Exh( $), whence Z = Exh( 4). 
Next we characterize those ideals Z which carry a locally compact Polish group 
topology that generates the same Bore1 structure as the one inherited from the inclusion 
Z. We call such ideals locally compact Polishable. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Z = Exh(4) for a louver semicontinuous submeasure 4. Git;en i: > 0, 
let G be the subgroup qf Z generated bjl {X: 4(X) <F}. Then there exists B c o such 
thut G= In2’ andZn2’“\‘= [cu\B]<“‘. 
Proof. Assume that &{n}) >O for each n E o. (We will show that this assumption is 
harmless at the end of the proof.) Let B = {n E o: 4( {n}) < E}. Since if X is infinite 
and &{n})>F: for all VEX, then X$Exh(d), we have Zn2”“sB = [w\B]<“‘. Also, 
obviously G c I n 2’. Consider the Polish group topology on I that agrees with the 
Bore1 structure on Z and which exists by Theorem 3.1 and is induced by the Polish 
metric d(X Y ) = 4(XaY ). (Here we use the fact that 4 is positive on singletons. ) 
By definition of d, {X: 4(X)< E} is open in this topology. Now note that G, being 
generated by an open set, must be open and hence closed in the Polish group topology 
on Z. If X t Z n 2”, then, since all finite subsets of B are in G, X n m E G for all m. 
Moreover, d(X,X n m) = (p(X&X’n m)) = 4(X \ m) + 0. Thus, since G is closed in 
the Polish topology, X E G. This shows that I n 2’ c G. 
If 4 is not positive on all singletons, let A = {n E o: 4({n}) = O}. Restrict (p 
to subsets of Q \A and apply the above argument to this restriction producing some 
B c OJ \ A. Then A U B is the desired set. 
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Corollary 3.3. Let I be an ideal on w. Then I is locally compact Polishable ifs there 
is A c o such that I = {X: X 0 A is finite}. 
Proof. + is easy, since I = 2”‘iA x [A]‘“‘, and we can put the compact product 
topology on 2’“’ A and the discrete topology on [A]<“J. 
(+) Let r be the locally compact Polish group topology on I. Let U c I be a t- 
open neighborhood of 0 with 71’ compact. Then z and the topology inherited from 
2w coincide on u’, hence UT is zero-dimensional. Thus (1,~) is a zero-dimensional 
locally compact group. From theory of locally compact groups (see [2, Theorem 7.7]), 
it follows that there exists H c I a z-open, compact subgroup of I. Let 4 be a lsc 
submeasure with I = Exh(+). There is E >O such that V = {X: 4(X)<&} c H, and let 
G be the subgroup of I generated by V. Then G is a z-open, so z-closed, subgroup of I 
with G c H. Thus G is compact. By Lemma 3.2, G = In2’ and 1n2”‘iB = [o\B]<““. 
Since G is compact, G = 2B. So, we can put A = w \ B. 0 
Let Fin” be the ideal on o x w defined by X E Fin’” iff for each n, {k: (n,k) EX} 
is finite. 
Theorem 3.4. Let I be a Polishable ideal on o. Then precisely one of the following 
possibilities holds. 
(i) Fin’” < fI. 
(ii) There exists a lower semicontinuous, exhaustive submeasure $ on w such that 
I = Fin($)(= Exh($)). 
Proof. Since I is Polishable, there is a lsc submeasure 4 with I = Exh(4). 
Case 1. Va>OX d(X)<& and ~$(X\rn) + 0. 
If 4(X \ m) f, 0, then inf, #$X \ m) > 0. This allows us to pick recursively a se- 
quence (&) so that $(Xa)<oo and, for any rt E w, inf,, c$(X, \ m)> Ck>,? +(&). Put 
r, = x, \ u k ,,, Xk. Note that Y, n Y,/ = 0 if n # n’, and 
i;f4(Y,\m)aiEf 9(&\m)-&(U&) >i”, $Q&\m)-C(/)(Xk)lO. 
k > II k>n 
Fix n. By lower semicontinuity of 4, we can find 6, >O and recursively choose an 
increasing sequence (mk) so that &Y,, n [mk, mk+l))36,. Put Fi = Y,, n [mk,mk+l ). 
The Fi’s have the following properties. 
(i) F: is finite; 
(ii) c, $(UkF;)<W 
(iii) 4(F;)>&. 
Let X = U Cn,kj E s F; for some S c o x o. Assume {k: (n, k) ES} is finite for all n. 
Then, by lower semicontinuity of 4, 4(X \ m)< xn3,2,,, 4(U, F/) where n, = 1 + 
max{n: tlk (n, k) ES + Fi cm}. By (i), n,,, + 00; whence, by (ii), 4(X \ m) ---f 0, so 
X E Exh(4) = I. On the other hand, if {k: (no, k) E S} is infinite for some no, then for 
each m, Fp CX \ m for some k. Thus for any m, 4(X \ m) 3 d(F,“o) > a,,,, so X #I. It 
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follows that X E I iff S E Fin’“. Define h : Uk,,, F; 2 cc) x w by h(i) = (n,k) iff i E F;‘. 
Then Y E Fin”’ iff h-‘(Y) E I for Y c CO x o. By Lemma 2.3, Fin’” < {I. 
Case 2. 3z>OVX 4(X)<& =+ $(X\m) --f 0. 
Let G be the subgroup of I generated by {X: 4(X) <a/2}. Then by Lemma 3.2, 
G=In2’ andZn2”‘\B=[CO\B]i”’ for someBco. Let 
K = {X: XcB and $(X)<E/~} u U {X U {n}: XcB and ~(X)GE,/~} 
,iQB 
By the case assumption K c I, and by lower semicontinuity of 4, K is compact. More- 
over, K is hereditary and the subgroup of I generated by K is I itself. Let Kc, = K, 
K,, = {X: &X)<3-‘~/2}, and K-,, = {Ufl,Xi: X, EK, i = l,..., 3”). for n E w. 
n3 1. 
Now, define $1 and $2 by formulas as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and let $(X) = 
sup{ $2( Y): Y c X, Y E [CO] <“‘}. Again as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 it turns out 
that $ is a lsc submeasure and that I c Exh($) c Fin($). We want to show that 
Fin($)cI. Assume $(X)<lzo. Then for some M, $z(Y)<M for any finite Y cX. 
Thus $1 (Y) < 2M for any such Y. So, we can find an n such that [X] <“’ c K,, . But K,, 
is compact and K,, c I; so the closure of [X] <“‘, which is 2.‘, is contained in I, that 
is. X El. n 
4. Applications to equivalence relations and partial orders 
Each ideal I induces an equivalence relation El on 2”’ defined as follows: 
XE,Y HXAYEI. 
It is a particular case of the following situation. Let a group G act on a set X. Define 
the orbit equivalence relation EG. by declaring two points I, y E X to be EG equivalent 
if, for some g E G, gx = y. In the above particular situation I and 2”’ are regarded 
as groups with the symmetric difference as the group operation and I acts on 2”’ by 
translations. The following equivalence relations play an important role in the study of 
Bore1 equivalence relations. I list them below along with the symbols used customarily 
to denote them. By Fin, we denote the ideal of finite subsets of w and the ideals II 
and Fin”’ were defined in the remark preceding Theorems 2.1 and 3.4, respectively. 
EO = EFinT El = El,, E;;’ = EFin”‘. 
If E and F are equivalence relations defined on Polish spaces X and Y, then we 
say the E is continuously reducible to F, E C,. F, if there exists a continuous l-to-l 
function ,f :X + Y with xEy iff f(x)F,f(y). We write E <RF if there exists a Borcl 
function (not necessarily l-to-l ) f : X - Y such that xEy iff f(x)Ff(y) for x, ?‘ E X. 
It was proved by Kechris and Louveau in [5] that El is not continuously reducible to 
any orbit equivalence relation induced by a Bore1 action of a Polish group on a Polish 
space. They considered the problem if and to what extent the reverse implication 
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might be true. In particular, they asked if for a Bore1 ideal I the fact that Ei does 
not continuously reduce to Et implies that I is Polishable. Corollary 4.1(i) answers 
this question in the affirmative. Corollary 4.l(ii) gives a dichotomy for equivalence 
relations induced by Polishable ideals, and Corollary 4.l(iii) is related to some results 
of Louveau and Velickovic [9] and Mazur [ 1 l] as explained in [ 141. 
Corollary 4.1. Let I be an analytic ideal. 
(i) either El C,. Et or I is Polishable; 
(ii) tfI is Polishable, then either Ef & Ei or I is F,; 
(iii) Et dsE for a Bore1 equivalence relation with countable equivalence classes ifs 
I = {X E 2’“: X n A is jinite} for some A E 2”‘. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow immediately from Theorems 2.1 and 3.4 once we notice that 
11 <fJ, for an ideal J, implies El lZc EJ. For if h : co ---) o x III witnesses Ii d fJ, then 
w x o \ h[o x 01 EZI, and we can modify h to make it onto. Then g(X) = h-‘(X), 
g:2 lUX U + 2”‘, witnesses El C,. EJ. 
The implication -+ in (iii) is obvious since the function X + X n A witnesses 
Et <BE where E is the equivalence relation defined on 2A by XEY iff XAY is finite 
for X, Y E 2A and E is a Bore1 equivalence relation with countable equivalence classes. 
On the other hand, as pointed out by Kechris if Et <BE for E as in (iii), then by [3, 
Theorem 1.6 (i)++(v)] I is locally compact Polishable. Thus, by Corollary 3.3 I is as 
required. 0 
Following Todorcevic [16], we consider (Z, c) as a partial order. Let d be the partial 
order on o’O defined by 
xdy iff Vn x(n) <y(n). 
The following result was discovered by Todorcevic [ 161; it can also be derived from 
Theorem 3.1. 
Corollary 4.2 (Todorcevic [16]). Let I be an analytic P-ideal which is not of the 
form I = {X: X n A is jinite} for some A E 2”. Then (I, C) can be mapped monoton- 
ically in a Bore1 fashion onto a cofinal subset of (w(“, <). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, we have two cases. 
Case 1. Fin’” < fI 
Let 4 : o --f co x w be a function witnessing Fin’” < fl. Define g : I ---) co” by letting 
g(X)(n) = max{k E o: &‘((n, k)) cX}, 
where we let max 0 = 0. It is easy to check that g is Borel, monotonic as a mapping 
from (Z, C) to (w’“, <), and onto w”‘. 
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Case 2. I = Fin($) for some lsc exhaustive submeasure 4 
Define for X E I. 
g(X)(n) = min{k: 4(X \k)<2-“}. 
Again it is clear that g is Bore1 and monotonic. So, it remains to show that the image of 
1 under g is cofinal in u”‘. Let f E co"'. For any m, n E o there exists Y E 2”’ such that 
nz<min Y and 22”<$(Y)<2-‘I-‘. Indeed, let Xa = {a E o: &{n})<2~“}. Then 
$(X0) = x for otherwise we would have that I = {X E 2”‘: X n (try\&) is finite). 
Thus also +(& \ m) = 30. Now let m’ E Q be smallest such that $((& \ m)nm’) >2-‘I. 
Then Y = (XO \ m) n m’ works. Thus, we can find Y,, such that ,f(n) < min Y,, and 
2~“64(Y,,)<2-‘~‘. Then U,, Y, EFin($) = I and g(U,, Y,,)>,f. 
5. An application to o-ideals of Bore1 sets 
In the present section, we address the problem of characterizing ideals of p-zero sets 
for Maharam submeasures p defined on Bore1 subsets of 2”‘. Kunen [S] formulated 
certain abstract conditions for g-ideals of subsets of 2”’ and asked if these conditions 
characterize the o-ideals of Lebesgue measure zero sets, of meager sets, and of sets 
which are meager and have Lebesgue measure zero. Recently, this question was an- 
swered in the negative by Roslanowski and Shelah [ 131. It turns out however that a 
slightly different characterization of meager sets is possible and was established by 
Kechris and the author in [7]. Below we give a characterization of p-zero sets for 
Maharam submeasures p. This characterization is analogous to a large degree to the 
one from [7]. 
A family .p of Bore1 subsets of a Polish space X is called G,j-supported if for 
any A E .f there exists a G,j set BE 9 with A c B. 9 is unalytic on G,, sets if, for 
any Polish space Y and any G;i set G c X x Y, {x EX: G, E J} is analytic, where 
G,. = {y: (x, y) E G}. A function p : Bar(X) + [O. x), X a Polish space, is called a 
Mahararn submeasure if 
(0) /4(D) = 0; 
(i) A c B implies p(A) <p(B); 
(ii) P(A U B)ddA) + p(B); 
(iii) if A,, 4 A, then p(A,,) + p(A). 
In (iii) A,, --f A means that the characteristic functions of the A,, converge pointwise 
to the characteristic function of A. 
Each finite Bore1 measure on X is a Maharam submeasure. It is an open problem, 
formulated by Maharam, whether for any Maharam submeasure p there is a finite Bore1 
measure v such that p(A) = 0 iff v(A) = 0 for any A E Bar(X). 
For a family 9 of subsets of 2”’ let 
.P = {X c 2”“: [X] E ,a}, 
where [X] = {X E 2”‘: g”k xlk EX}. Clearly each [X] is a Gij but also conversely each 
Ga subset of 2”’ is of the form [X] for some X c 2<“‘. (To see this, represent a GJ 
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set G c 2” as G = n, U, with U,, c 2” open and lJ,,l c U,,. For each n, we can find 
C7; E 2”“, k E o, such that U, = {x E 2”‘: 3k a; c x}, oi and ai, are not compatible 
if k # k’, and c$ # a;l for m <n. Then for X = (6;: n, k E o} we have G = [Xl.) 
Therefore, subsets of 2”” can be regarded as codes for Gd subsets of 2”‘; thus, 3 is 
the family of codes of Gb sets in 3. If 9 is an ideal, then 3 is an ideal as well. The 
following lemma shows that in case 4 is hereditary and Gd-supported, then a natural 
condition on 2 guarantees that f is a a-ideal. 
Lemma 5.1. Let 4 be a hereditary G&-supported family of Bore1 sets. If 9 is a 
P-ideal, then 3 is a o-ideal. 
Proof. It is enough to show that if [X,] E 4, n E w, for some X, c 2<“), then there 
exists Y c 2<“’ with [Y] E 9 and [Y] > U,[X,l]. But in this situation X, E 1. By 
assumption, we can find Y l 2 with X, \ Y finite for each n. Then clearly Y is as 
required. 0 
Example. One cannot reverse the implication from the above lemma. In [12], a family 
of ideals was constructed, later called Mycielski ideals, any member of which provides 
a counterexample to the reverse implication. To define a Mycielski ideal fix a family 
XS, s E 2<‘U, of infinite subsets of w such that X, cX, if t c s and X, n X, = 0 if 
s and t are incompatible. We let A c 2” be in the ideal if for each s E 2<“’ player 
II has a winning strategy in the following game: I and II choose a, E (0, 1); a, is 
chosen by I if n @Xs and by II otherwise; I wins if the resulting sequence (a,,) is in 
A. Let us denote by 9 an ideal defined as above for some fixed family {X,: s E 2<“‘}. 
It was shown in [l l] that 4 is a Ga-supported o-ideal. We will prove, however, 
that 3 is not a P-ideal. Note that X(a) is coinfinite. Let X = XlO, and define for 
lsE2<‘U, 
0 E Yz H j{k E lb(o) \X: a(k) = O}j 6n and o(max(lh(o) \X)) = 0. 
Here lb(o) denotes the length of B, that is, the unique m E w with CJ E 2”. We also 
agree that the condition o(max(lh(o) \X)) = 0 holds vacuously if lb(a) \X = 0. Then 
for any x E 2”‘, {xlk: k E w} n Y, is finite. If it were infinite, we could find natural 
numbers 0 < ko < kl < . <k,, with xlki E Y, and with each interval (0, ko), (ki, k;+l ), 
i < n, containing a member of w \X. Now if mi = max(k; \X), then mi <mi+l and 
(xlk,)(m,) = (xlk;)(mi) = 0 f or i = O,l,...,n, so I{kEk,,\&: (xlk,)(k) = O}l>n 
hence xlk, would not belong to Y,,. Thus, [Y,,] = 8 which shows that Y, ~2. Now let 
F, C 2<” be finite. We claim that U, Y, \ F,, gA@ which will witness that 9 fails to be 
a P-ideal. It suffices to see that A = [U,( Y, \ Fn)] $ y. In order to do that we show 
that player I has a winning strategy (for the set A) in the game in which II plays on 
X = X(s) and I plays on o \X. Let 0 = lo <Ii < 12 < . be natural numbers such 
that F,, c 2<‘!? and each interval (I,, l,,+i ), n E CO, contains a member of co \X. Put 
m, = max(Z, \X). Let player I play 1 if k E (a \X) \ {m,: n E w} and 0 if k = m, 
for some n. It is not difficult to see that if x E 2’O is the outcome of a play with I 
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playing according to the strategy, then for any n, XII,, E Y,, \ F,,, so x E [lJ,,( Y,, \ F,,)]. 
that is I wins. 
I do not know of any example of a Ga-supported o-ideal with j analytic for which 
? is not a P-ideal. (It follows from results in [l] that for .9 a Mycielski ideal, .i is 
complete coanalytic. ) 
Theorem 5.2. Let .f he a hereditary family of Bore1 subsets sf’2”‘. Then thefolloicing 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) .i is a P-ideal, 9 is Ga-supported and analJ!tic on Go sets. 
(ii) .P = {A E Bar(X): p(A) = 0} for a Maharam s&measure p. 
Proof of (ii)=+(i). Let ~1 be a Maharam submeasure. The ideal of p-zero sets is G,, 
supported. To see this, let A c 2”’ is Bore1 with /i(A) = 0. Let .9 be a maximal 
family of mutually disjoint closed subsets of 2”’ \ A with p(F) > 0 for each F E 3. By 
condition (iii) in the definition of Maharam measure, it follows that 9 is countable. 
Now note that /l”(X) = inf{p(B): X c B, B Borel} is a capacity. Thus, by Choquet’s 
theorem (see [4, Theorem 30.131) ~(2” \ U.9) = 0. It follows that 2”‘\ U.9 is a 
Ii-zero G,, containing A. 
To see that .f is analytic on G,: sets, note first that if X is a Polish space and 
F c X x 2”’ is closed, then condition (iii) in the definition of Maharam measure implies 
that {x E X: p( F,) >r} is closed for any real I*. Now let G C X x 2”’ be a G,,. We can 
find closed sets F,li CX x 2”‘, n, k E 01, such that G = n,, UA F,,,: and, additionally, 
U/, F,,h > /Jk F,?+lh and F,,k c F,,k+l. Using condition (iii) again, we see that for x EX 
/i(G, 1 = 0 iff Vm3ntlk p((F,,k ),) < l/(m + 1). 
But the condition on the right-hand side is analytic (actually, Borel) by the remark at 
the beginning of this paragraph. 
It remains to see that .$ is a P-ideal. Thus it is enough to find a lsc finite submeasure 
95 in 2 <“’ with .y = Exh($). For X c 2<“‘, let [Xl, = {.x E 2”‘: 3k xlk EX}. Define, 
for X C 2”“. 
4(X) = 14 WI I ). 
Since [X U Y]i = [X]r U [Y], and p is a finite submeasure, 4 is a finite submeasure 
as well. To check that 4 is lsc it is enough to show that 4(X) = supnl 4(X n 2<“1’), 
But [Xl, = U,,,[X f’2’“‘]i and [X n 2‘Cn’]i c[X I- 2<“‘+‘],; thus since p is Maharam 
4(X) = ~l([X]i) = sup p([X n 2<‘7, ) = SUP $(X n 2<,,). 
n, II, 
The last thing that needs checking is that ,u([X]) = 0 iff X E Exh(4). Note that for 
any X. WI = fl,,,V\2<"11, so since p is Maharam, we get 
/l([X]) = ifff p([X\2’“‘]i) = irtf $(X\2<“‘). 
It follows that p([X]) = 0 iff inf, 4(X \ 2,“‘) = 0, that is, X E Exh(4). 
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The proof of (i) + (ii) will be divided into a sequence of lemmas. In what follows, 
we letI=$. 
Since _@ is analytic on Gg sets, I is analytic. Since I is also a P-ideal, by Theorem 
3.1 there exists a lsc submeasure 4 : 2(2<“) -+ [0, cc) such that I = Exh($). Define for 
a Bore1 set B c 2’” 
p(B) = inf{&X): XC 2<‘O and B C[X]}. 
We will show that p is a Maharam submeasure and that 9 is the a-ideal of ,u-zero 
sets. This will prove Theorem 5.2. In the following lemma, we gather the facts that 
are easy to see. 
Lemma 5.3. (i) For A, B c 2’” Borel, we have ,u(A U B) <p(A) + p(B) and, if A C B, 
P(A) d P(B). 
(ii) If A E 9, then p(A) = 0. 
Proof. (i) is entirely straightforward. To see (ii), let E>O be given. We will show 
that p(A) <E. Let G be a G;i such that A C G E 9. Let X c 2<“’ be such that G = [Xl. 
Then X E I, whence there is a finite set F CX such that 4(X \ F) < E. Since clearly 
[X\F] = G, Ac[X\F] and p(A)<&. 
It remains to see that if p(A) = 0 for a Bore1 set A c 2’!‘, then A E JJ and that if 
A, + A, A, C 2’” Borel, then &4,) + p(A). The crucial properties of p are established 
in Lemmas 5.4-5.8. The rest follows from these properties by fairly standard arguments. 
0 
Lemma 5.4. Let K c 2’” be compact. If p(K) = 0, then K E 9. 
Proof. Let X, c 2 <CO be such that $Q&)< l/2” and K c[X,], n E a. We can as- 
sume that X, n 2”” = 0 for otherwise we could replace X, with X,, \ 2<“. Note that 
KC lJ{N,: (T E&}. Thus, there is a finite set Y,, cX, with KC (J{N,,: (r E Yn}. Let 
Y = lJ, Y,. Using the facts that Y,, n 2<” = 0 and that the Y,,‘s are finite, we easily 
get K = [Y]. Again using finiteness of the Y,‘s and 
we get that Y E I. Thus, K E y. 
Lemma 5.5. Let G 6 9 be a Gb. Then there is Kc G compact with K C$ 9. 
Proof. First we prove two claims. For d E 2<“‘, let U, = {z ~2”“: c L r and (T # r}. 
Claim 1. Let Fi s 2<‘“, i E o, be$nite and F,+I C UaE F, U,. Then [U,FJ is ~~mpacf. 
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Proof. Since each F, is finite, we have x E [Ui F,] iff 3”Elk .x(k E F,. But if rlk E F,.. 
then for any ,j<i there is a ki with xJk; E F,. So, 
x E 
[. I 
UC iff V’i3k xlk E F, iff Vi3k< max{lh(o): r~ E F,} xlk E F, 
which gives a compact definition of [U, F,]. n 
Claim 2. Let 6, e>O, and let Y c 2<“‘. Assume Y contains irzfinitel?, many pair~~9.w 
disjoint finite sets H with 4(H) 3 6. Then there is F C Y finite such thut U,, F F UC n Y 
contains irzfinitelJ3 many pairwise disjoint sets H Ii,ith +(H)>,6 - c. 
Proof. Towards a contradiction assume the conclusion fails. Let { 0, : i E o} list Y. We 
can recursively find finite sets Hi C Y, k E Q, such that HA, n Hk, = 0, 4(H!, 13 ci, and 
$(Hk \ Uiii UO,)>c. Let AA = Hk \ Ulcr U,,. Note that if x E [lJ, A!,], then .Y E [Y] 
since lJk AL c Y. However, this means that for some ko, Pn xln E Uiik,, Uv,. Thus, 
3”n xln E Uxckll AA which contradicts the finiteness of the A/,‘s. Therefore, [U, Ah] = 
0 E 9. It follows that lJk Ah E I. Since the Ah’s are disjoint, &lJ, a,z Al; ) * 0. But 
$(Ak ) >e for all k, a contradiction. 
Now we are ready to prove the lemma. Let X c 2”” be such that [X] = G. Then 
X $ I = Exh($). By semicontinuity of 4, we can find a 6 >O and infinitely many 
pair-wise disjoint subsets H of X such that &H)>S. Now we recursively define finite 
sets Fk cX, k E w, such that 
1. Fk cu,,,n_, UV nX for k>O; 
2. ulrwi U, n X contains an infinite disjoint family of finite sets H such that 
d(H)>& 
3. 4(Fh)>ci. 
If Fh_, is defined, we find FL fulfilling 1 and 2 using Claim 2. Then we pick an 
HCUC7EF;_, U, n X finite with 4(H) > 6 and let FL = Fi U H. 
Now note that since all the FL’s are finite, from 1 and Claim 1, we get that 
[U, Fh] is compact. Since IJ,: Fk cX, [IJ, Fh] C G. Note also that for any finite F’ C 2”‘, 
lJk F,: \ F’ contains one of the Fk’s (since by 1, min{lh(a): (7~ Fk} >k). Thus, 
$(u, FL \ F’)> 6 by 3. So, lJk FL $1. whence [u, FL] e.g. 2 
Lemma 5.6. Let G c 2” be a GJ, and let K,, c K,,_, c G, n E w, be compact. !f’ 
G \ IJ,, K,, E .f, then supn p(K,,) = ,u(G). 
Proof. We will need the following claim 
Claim. Let X c 2”‘, and let G c[X] b e u Go. Then there exists Y c X u>ith G = [Y]. 
Proof. Let U,, c 2”’ be a sequence of open sets with G = n,, U,, and U,,_ I c U,,. Fix 
antichains A,, c 2”” such that U,, = U, E ,,,, N,. Let 
B,, = {cr EX: 3r E A,, (CJ > z and V’a’ EX cr > cr’ > 7 =+ G = CT’)}. 
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Clearly, G c U, t B,, NC c U,, B, cX, and B, is an antichain. So, since the sequence 
(u,) is decreasing, G = n,\, UnaN U, E B,, N,, and since the B,,‘s are antichains, 
n, u, a:v u, E B,, N, = [U,, &I. Let Y = IJ,, 8,. 
Let E > 0. By the claim, we can find X c 2 <“I such that G = [X] and p(G)+&>+(X). 
Let T,, be the tree corresponding to K,,, and let Y, c T,, be such that K, = [Y,] and 
p(K,,) + (l/n) > 4( Y,). Note that for any n, G = [(X \ (2<’ U Tn)) U Y,]. It follows that 
whence 
It follows that 
sup~(K,)=su~4(Y,)~su~4(~)-M\(T,,U2<”))-~ 
n 
=&-c-i;;4(X\(T,U2<“)). 
So, it is enough to show that inf, @(X \ (T,, U 2<“)) = 0. If this is false, then 
there is a 6>0 such that 4(X \ (T1 U 2’“)) >6 for all n. Now we can pick finite 
F, CX \ (T,, U2<“) with 4(F,) >6. Clearly, U,, F,, $I. Thus [U, F,,] g9. On the other 
hand, [U, F,,] c G since F, CX for all n. Also since T,, c T,,+I and F, n T,, = 8, we 
get that F, n T, = 8 if n 3 k, so, [IJ,, F,] I- T, = 0 for any k. Thus [U,, F,] c G \ Uk Kk, 
whence [U, F,,] E 9, a contradiction. Ll 
Lemma 5.7. Given 6>0, there is no sequence K,, n E mc), such that K, are compact, 
K,, nK,,, = a) ifn #m, and y(K,,)>6. 
Proof. Claim. Given E>O there does not exist a sequence of compact sets K, such 
that p(K,) > E and such that there are open sets U, with K, c U,, and K,,, n U, = 0 
ifm # n. 
Proof of Claim. Let T,, be the tree corresponding to K,,, that is, [Tn] = K,,. For 
each n there is m, such that if a E T,, and lh(cr) > m,, then N, c U,. Since p(K,,) > E, 
d(T,, \2’mi1)>~. Thus, there exists a finite set F,, c T,, \2<“‘, such that @(F,,)~E. Note 
that for any x E 2”’ and any n if xlk E F, for some k, then xJk’ @F, for any k’ and 
any m # n. It follows that [U,, F,,] = 0, whence U,, F,, E I. But this is impossible since 
the F,,‘s are disjoint and ~(F,,)>E for any n. 
Now note that if K is compact, then for any E > 0 there exists an open set U > K with 
p( U \ K) < E. For assume otherwise. We recursively construct a sequence of compact 
sets K,, and open sets U,, as in the claim. Since /.42’” \ K) >E and 2’” \ K can be 
represented as a countable union of compact sets, by Lemma 5.6, we can find a compact 
set Ko c 2’” \ K with I > E. Let UO and VO be disjoint open and such that KO c UO 
and KC V,. Since p( VO \ K)>E, again using Lemma 5.6 we can find a compact set 
K, c Vo \ K with p(K, ) >E. Let U1 and VI be two disjoint open sets with K1 C U1 
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and K c VI. Continuing this way we obtain sequences K,, and r/,, which contradict the 
claim. 
To prove the lemma, let 6 > 0 and let K,,, n E CO, be a sequence of compact disjoint 
sets with p(K,,)> 6. By what was said above, we can find open sets U,, > K,, such that 
,~(r/,, \ K,,)c~~“~‘S. Now let K: = K,, \ U,,,, U,. Then the sequences KL and U,, are 
as in the claim (with c = 6/2) which gives a contradiction. C 
Lemma 5.8. !f’A,, CA,,,, c 2”‘, n t w, we Borel, then there exists cl G,, set G 3 U,, A,, 
such that p(G) = sup,, /c(A,,). 
Proof. The inequality >, is clear. To see < put U,, A,, = A. Let .iy’ be a maximal 
disjoint family of compact subsets of 2” \ A not in .F. By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7. .X is 
countable. Let G = 2”’ \ lJ sy‘. Then G is a Gg and A c G, so in particular ,u( G) >/l(A ). 
Let G,, > A,, be such that p(G,,) < p(A,, ) + l/n. We can also assume that G,, E G and 
G,, c G,,+i. It will be enough to show that SUP,~ p(G,,) >,D(G). 
Let K::, c G,,, m E w, be compact and such that G,, \ lJ,,, K;;, E .f. It is possible to 
arrange this by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7. We claim that G \ IJ,,,,, K;;, E .f. If not, being 
a G,, it contains a compact set K +! .Y. But now K f~ G,, E .f for all n since K n 
G,, c G,, \ U,,, Ki,. Thus, K n U,, G,, E .f. So, there is a GI, set B c K with BE .f and 
KnU,, G,, c B. But now K \ B is an F, not in .f whence, since .f is a a-ideal, there is a 
compact set KI c K \ B not in ,f. But this contradicts maximality of .Y as K, c G ‘\ A. 
Now by Lemma 5.6, we get 
p(G) = sup ~1 
L 
< sup P(Gv). 
!\’ 
Lemma 5.9. Let K,, c 2”‘, n E cc), he compact and K,,_I c K,,. Then /i(n,, K,,) = 
lim,, AK,, ). 
Proof. 6 is clear. To see 3, let K = n,, K,, and assume that for some 6 >O and all 
n p(K,,)>p(K) + 6. Then p(K,, \ K)>6. We recursively find compact sets C,,, II t (11, 
which are pairwise disjoint and ,u(C,,) > d as follows. Since Kc) \ K is a G,, which is 
a union of compact sets and ,u(Ko \ K)>S, by Lemma 5.6, we can find Ca c Kc, \ K 
compact with p(C0)>6. Since n, K,, = K, there exists no with K,,,, nCo = B. Now, we 
find Ci c K,,,, \ K compact with p(C, ) > 6 and nl > no with Ci nK,,, = 0. Proceeding this 
way C,, can be constructed for each n. However by Lemma 5.7 the family CC,,: n E (II} 
does not exist, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 5.10. Let B c 2”’ be Borel. Then p(B) = sup{/c(K): K c B, K cotnpuct}. 
Proof. This follows from Choquet’s theorem applied to the capacity /l”(X) = 
inf{;l(B): XC B, B Borel} (see [4, Theorem 30.131). That ,u* is a capacity follows 
from Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9. [7 
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Proof of (i)+(ii) in Theorem 5.2. First the equality 3 = {BE Bor(2”): y(B) = 0). 
The inclusion c is Lemma 5.3(ii). Now, let p(B) = 0 for a Bore1 set B c 2”‘. By 
Lemma 5.8, there exists a Gd set G > B with @t(G) = 0. (Simply put A, = B for each 
H in Lemma 5.8.) thus by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.4 GE 9, so BE X. 
It remains to check condition (iii) from the definition of Maharam submeasure. First 
we will show that if B,r, n E co, are Bore1 and B,,+I c B,,, then ,u(n, B,) = lim, p(B,). 
Again d is clear. To see 2, assume towards a contradiction that p(B,) > p(B) + 6 for 
some S > where B = n,, B,. Then p(B,, \ B) > 6 for any n E w. Similarly, as in the 
proof of Lemma 5.9 we will recursively construct a family of disjoint compact sets 
{Cn: n E u} with &C,)>S which will contradict Lemma 5.7. By Lemma 5.8, there 
exists IZO with ,u(Bo \ B,, ) > 6. By Lemma 5.10, let CO c Bo \ B,, be compact and such 
that I > 6. Now find nl > no with p(B,, \ B,,, ) > 6 and C’, c B,,, \ B,, compact with 
p(C, ) > 6. We proceed in this fashion until all C,,‘s are produced. Cl 
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